
TOP SKILLS

LARAVEL HTML / CSS VUE.JS PHP JAVASCRIPT LESS / SASS NODE.JS DOCKER

RESTFUL APIUNIX / LINUX MYSQL NOSQL VERSION CONTROL PYTHON AWS REACT NATIVE

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION CONTINUOUS DELIVERY TERRAFORM CHATBOTS DEVOPS AUTOMATION

FEATHERS.JS EXPRESS.JS NATIVESCRIPT SHELL SCRIPTING

SIDE PROJECTS
Saasquatch Inc..

Built an automated A/B Testing platform for modern web 
frameworks (React, Vue.js) to accelerate the development, 
deployment, and execution of experiments. 
Technologies: AWS Kinesis, Javascript Embed Snippet, CLI tool

Speakbox

Built a public platform offering direct and personalized access 
to mental health resources across Canada with tools for 
self-management and community discussions.
Technologies: Node.js, Laravel, NativeScript, Vue.js

WORK EXPERIENCE

Web Developer
From 2012 to 2013 at Agence Backflip in Paris, France

- Developed e-commerce/marketing websites with two 
web-designers

- Developed newsletters for various clients such as Disney-
land Paris, TeaByThe, Moving Puppet

- Created and maintained the server infrastructure for our 
company and clients

Web Developer
From 2013 to 2015 at SCC Northwest in Vancouver, BC

- Developed both retail and wholesale e-commerce websites
- Setup server infrastructure (15,000 visitors/month)
- Redesigned product database (over 200,000 custom products)
- Supported customer service team with technical issues
- Translated websites in French to target Quebec customers

Lead Application Developer
From 2015 to 2017 at WiderFunnel in Vancouver, BC

- Lead the research & development team responsible of 
building new SaaS products

- Built a client-side analytics engine in JavaScript in an at-
tempt to predict conversion

- Enhanced and automated team internal workflows
- Promoted the company’s custom prioritization framework 

PIE™ 
- Organized data collection to increase team insights, in-

crease clients ROI and lead towards business data analysis

Full Stack Developer
In 2018 at Invoke Media in Vancouver, BC

- Built responsive web & mobile applications with 
Laravel/Vue.js

- Enhanced Agile processes with JIRA
- Lead the implementation of Continuous 

Integration/Continuous Delivery pipelines by introducing a 
DevOps culture.

- Mentored Junior Developers

Software Engineer
From 2018 to 2019 at Hack Capital in Vancouver, BC

- Maintained legacy system & infrastructure (PHP 5.5) 
- Rewrote the LionDesk application (real-estate CRM) 

Node.js/PHP 7.3 backend, Vue.js frontend 
- Deployed with Docker on AWS using Gitlab CI
- Mentored junior developers

Vancouver, BCLocation: +1 (778) 317-4194Cellphone:valentin@whatdafox.comEmail:

VALENTIN PRUGNAUD
Software Engineer with 6+ years experience
in Full-Stack Development

My goal is to work with a dynamic team of passionate people, with a focus on back-end development, web 
application, restful APIs or DevOps & automation. I love working on small to large projects, processes, and 
products to help a team achieve their primary objective.
Although I have a preference for working with Laravel/Vue.js, I am open and ready to dive deeper or explore new 
technologies and languages (current objectives: AWS, Python, Go). I am currently working on improving 
continuous integration and continuous delivery processes & Docker/Kubernetes skills, and have an interest in 
transitioning towards DevOps and automation positions.


